
PRODUCT STRUCTURE
UV coating
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Base layer

Mute laer

INSTALLATION STEPSAND CONDITIONS OF USE

PRODUCT PARAMETERS

180mm× 1220mmSpecifications

Thickness 4mm~6mm

夕5 6
Level B1Fire-proof level

Expansion joint:3-6mm expansion joint must be reservedTips: Due to influences of the construction of auxiliary
Rock powder,resinMain components material(adhesive,self leveling cement,interfacial agent),ground between floor,wall,column and other fixed buildings.When the

floor passes through the room,a 5-8mm expansion joint shalenvironment and climate change etc.during the installation
processof foorthe non-standard instalation il cuse the0.3mm be left at the door between the two rooms,and the joint shall be

connected with a batten.When a fixed pipe crosses the flor,serious hidden dangers,defects and ireversible rework loss
the floor opening shall be10mm larger than the pipe diametetherefore,we advise you had better consult or hire a professiona

8kg(4mm)Weight per square meter installrto construct frst before installtion PVC flor. (i.e.5mm clearance shall be maintained on one side).I is
recommended to leave an additional expansion joint of 5-10Ground treatment: The ground should be hard,dryclean,no
mm between the floor and the floor when the continuouscracks,no grease and mold release agent,and should use the pavement is more than 6m,and connectit with a batten.vacuum cleaner to processig the sanding ground.Select

different primer according to the type of foor,and the prime
shall be evenly coated on the floor for self leveling after drying
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free and natural lifestyle

BDG1021Fine pineBDG1020Wht bircBDG1015European grey oakBDG1014Red sandalwood

BDG1017Mahogany BDG1023Yellw pineBDG102Whte pneBDG1016Yellwoak

BDG1025TeakBDG1019Grain woodBDG1018Brown oak BDG1024Dark grey oak
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free and natural lifestyle

BDG1001Eaton oak BDG1012White oakBDG1010AcaciaBDG1005Auchan oak

BDG1026straight grain oakBDG1007European Oak BDG1027Olive woodBDG1006Maple

BDG1028Bintangor BDG1029SpruceBDG1008Oak BDG1009Camphor wood
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free and natural lifestyle

BDG1032SycamoreBDG1031Chery wood

BDG1034Cassi simea BDG1035Populustremuloides

BDG1001
_Eaton oak

Specific

BDG1037Larch woodBDG1036Natural walnut
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BDG1016
Yellow oak

pecific

BDG1019
Grain wood

Specificat i220×180mm×4r
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BDG1022
White pine

:1220×180mm×4n

M
的s

BDG1023
Yellow pine

20×180mrSpecifica
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BDG1025
Teak

Seietns12×180m×4mm

BDG1026
Straight grain oak

Specifications:1220×180mm×4
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